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I WAS JUST THINKING:  If Apple made a car, would it have windows? 

EDITOR’S RANT: 

Recently, I was reading again about the Italian surgeon who plans 
to perform the world’s first whole head transplant. Apparently he 
has successfully done the procedure on small animals, but is  
mocked & even vilified by more conservative scientists. Still, he 
intends to proceed with the surgery within the next 18 months and 
has a Japanese surgeon to assist him. Laws are likely to hinder 
his progress in North America and in Europe, so Japan or China 
are the most likely sites. He even has a live volunteer patient for 
the head – a young Russian with a rare disease that is wasting 
away his musculature but whose head works just fine. The next 
step is finding a brain dead young male, aka “the torso donor” 
whose family is willing to supply the rest of the body. Medical/legal 
ethicists have now plunged into the fray asking, “If he survives and 
produces offspring, whose family has a right to his estate?” 
Theologians ask “Does his soul dwell in the whole body or just the 
brain?” “What if the bolt in his neck works itself loose?” Valid 
questions, yes, but health care in general faces more pressing 
challenges. The United States delivery system is felt to be deeply 
flawed by many of its citizens and those in other developed 
countries. Lives are ruined or lost while a “Profit Trumps 
Everything” philosophy, (pun intended), permeates the entire 
system at the expense of the folks they are supposed to serve. 
Lobbyists, hired by Big Medicine, Big Pharma and Big Anything-to-
do-with-your-health, make sure that governments perpetuate the 
flaws to grow industry’s bloated coffers. New drugs that either 
duplicate or provide little additional help are deceptively marketed 
to generate maximum dollars. New ailments, diseases & 
syndromes are “discovered” to conveniently match the latest “discovery” 

in Big Pharma’s labs. New professions, ancient professions, “alternative” solutions to our health 

problems – real and manufactured problems – are offering up more and more choices. Snake oil is 



 

LAST MEETING— Horse Shoe Hurling 

On a sunny September 14th evening a bunch of Gyros (25 was the official count) gathered 

at the horse shoe pits in South Cooking Lake to down pizza, quaff a few beers and hurl iron 

back and forth at each other.   Twenty took part in the athletics. The rest were there strictly 

for the beer and pizza. At the end of the evening the winning team of  Greg Clarke and Bill 

Carter emerged to claim the coveted trophy and their pick of the wine. B Side 

winners, Roger Delveaux and Bernie Kropp nabbed the leftover wine. 

An added highlight of the evening was when 25 old farts refused to be intimidated by a    

drive-by hollering carload of local hooligans. We stood our ground and they retreated back 

to their cave.  

Heaps of thanks to Sid, Gord and the others whose efforts made it such a fun evening. 

 

 

 

 

   



 

Gyros & Gyrettes just let me begin by expounding about the social aspect of 

some of the social items put up for auction items, my dilemma is finding the 

right words to describe what George & Betty Screpnek and Jan & I experi-

enced at the Davis’s on Saturday, September 3rd. Each year we as members 

scramble to come up with auction items that bring out the fun & social as-

pects of Gyros & Gyrettes, let me just say that Ray & Lynn have provided 

some of the most interesting evenings that Jan & I have experienced over 

the past number of years and this one just happened to be over the top not 

only for us but Ray & Lynn as well. Note some of my descriptors below. 

Fabulous, Delicious, Sumptuous, Ambrosial, Delectable, Divine, Luscious, 

Succulent, I am sure I could go on as long as my word search allows me to 

continue to find these words in describing these appetizers but I will stop 

now. 

We were greeted at the door by Ray & Lynn along with George & Betty as 
we were being delayed for a short period to prepare us for the opening sal-
vo of the evening.  
 
 
"Chef John's Le Grand Gourmet" 
 
 
There standing in the kitchen was Chef John Pidhirniak renowned classical gourmet chef and now retired head 
instructor of NAIT’s Culinary program. This was an unexpected surprise not only for us but for our hosts as 

The opening round 

Italian Sausage Bru-

schetta with Roasted 

Red Peppers, fresh 

Tomatoes and Pesto 

a sumptuous morsel 

with the finest Italian 

meats & cheeses.  

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: 

Dear Scott.  Here is a report on a wonderful evening that was born at the Auction in April. Ray and 

Lynn Davis put up the item. George and Betty Skrepnek and Jan and I bid on it.  It was a great 

evening. 



 

 

 

Classical Salad Mimosa w. honey, oil & balsamic dressing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baked Fillet of Salmon - En Papillote 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beef Stroganoff Appetizer with Fresh Dill and Sour Cream 

on a base of angel hair pasta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last but not least Coquilles St. Jacques  

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you Ray & Lynn for “A Night to Remember” 



Rant cont’d. 

the latest “discovery” in Big Pharma’s labs. New professions, ancient professions, “alternative” 
solutions to our health problems – real and manufactured problems – are offering up more and 
more choices. Snake oil is making a comeback. 

Canada can feel smug with our “universal access” health care system. We can all access 
good health care when we need it for the most part but in many cases we don’t have access to 
the exceptional care available to the wealthy south of the border.   

I guess that brings this rant full circle. New surgical procedures seeking unthinkable solutions 
for what ails our poor bodies aren’t new. Heart transplants were inconceivable just a few dec-
ades ago. What would bankrupt the average American with no or even an average insurance 
plan can do the same to us if we have no choice but to seek those special services that are 
not provided under the Canada Health Act. There is a professional jargon term for these pro-
cedures – bankaccountectomy. There are specialists for this. This head transplant will cost mil-
lions. If it works, there will be a demand and there will be an outcry of discrimination if only our 
top 0.1% can afford it. But I think we should keep our heads and let pragmatism be our guide. 
Meanwhile, just for fun, ask your doctor if he thinks a head transplant is right for you. 

 



President Art Merrick  presents winners Bill Carter and Greg Clarke with their trophy 

 B side winners  Roger Delveaux and Berne Kropp show off their liquid prizes 



NEXT MEETING: RACE NIGHT, Wed., Sept. 28th 

Aaaand they’re off!  Gyro’s and their better halves will be betting the farm (or at least the 

tractor) on the ponies at Northlands. Feed bags will be tied on in the form of a buffet at 

5:30 with the thoroughbreds doing their thing starting at 6:30.  Anticipated costs will be 

$40 per Gyro couple and $65 for guest couples. You needed to get word in to Ray Davis 

by the 22nd so if this is all news to you, you may be out of luck (not a good thing when the 

track is involved) but you might give ray a call and see if he can sneak you in. 

 

 

AND THE MEETING AFTER THAT: BOCCE , Wed., Oct. 12th 

Augie Annicchiarico will be hosting what has become a Club tradition on Oct 12th. Members will 
gather for an evening of fine Italian food (is there any other kind?) and a friendly Bocce tournament with the winning team taking home 
the highly prized W.H. Wilson Trophy which can sit in someone’s basement for a whole year.  

Augie is talking names and looking for your response as to whether you will participate in this fun event. Please let Augie know by con-
tacting him at Augie Annicchiarico* 

*protected email* - consult your roster. Time and location will be forth coming. Keep listening for direction. 

 

 

Reminder….GYRO FOUNDER'S NIGHT:  

TUESDAY, OCT. 18th, at the Mayfair Golf and Country Club 

This annual event is being hosted by the Edmonton club this year.  It is a 6:00 PM start. 

Let’s make sure our club is well represented. Contact  president Art Merrick to conform 

your attendance. 

 

mailto:aja46@shaw.ca
http://spgyro.org/bocce-oct-15/bocce/


Hmmmmm 

 



 

AGING GYROS: 

The gremlins were at it again and I missed noting Jim Copeland’s birthday (Sept.14th). My 

apologies, Jim. It won’t happen again ...at least not for another year! 

 

Health and Welfare: 

Rae Graham has had another setback. He had a bad fall and broke his pelvis in four 

places. Ie is moving slowly but he is moving. Here’s to a full and as speedy a recovery as 

possible, Rae. 



DEEP THOUGHTS, SHALLOW THOUGHTS 



 

   RULES SHMULES………LIVE A LITTLE ! 

  

           7:59 



 SNICKERS AND   GUFFAWS        

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        Fork in the road  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                  

 

 

 

 

    

 

  SIGNS OF THE TIMES 



   

PICS TO PONDER:   

 

 

  

 

 

 

                                         

 
   

Playground in early 1900’s – makes us look sane or wussies. (Is the kid on the left 

falling to his death?) 



 

DO YOU REMEMBER THESE TV CLASSICS ?   

            

 

   OLD MEMORIES  DEPEND ON HOW OLD YOU ARE 

 



 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA 

 

 



Meanwhile NOT in Canada 

 

 
 

 

 One sunny day in the Gulf of Mexico, a US Navy destroyer spots a small rowboat being furiously rowed 
straight towards Galveston, Texas. As the warship closes to within hailing distance, the Captain gets 
on the loud-speaker and shouts, "Ahoy, small craft. Where are you headed?" 

One of the Mexicans puts down his oar, stands up and shouts, "We are invading the United States of 
America to reclaim the territory taken by the U.S. during the 1800's." 

The entire bridge crew on the destroyer doubles over in laughter. 

When the Captain finally catches his breath, he gets back on the loud-speaker and asks, "Just the 
four of you?" 

The same Mexican stands up again and shouts, "No, we're the last four. The other 12 million are al-
ready there!" 

= = = 

PS... Donald Trump does NOT find this joke funny. 

     



THE DONALD PAGEBECAUSE NOBODY WANTS MORE COVERAGE THAN DT ! 

      

   

                       There, don’t you feel more informed , fulfilled and stimulated now? 

 

             Donald’s actual “Walk of Fame “ star after someone “updated” it. 



ANIMAL INSTINKS   
      



Your Gyro Friendship thought of the week: 
        

And the last word: 
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